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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
With recent trends in production agriculture leading towards biotechnology and high-
performance and/or gene-specific genetics, improvements in seed research and development 
continue to become more imperative. To help aid researchers in their development of grains 
that possess desired characteristics, more powerful analytical research tools need to be 
developed. 
Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) has been a proven method of providing 
researchers with a tool that describes what constituent properties a certain grain possesses. 
NIRS was the primary tool in the development of high-oil maize. Many properties of a 
kernel can be determined with NIRS, for example; oil, moisture, protein, and starch content. 
With knowledge of what a kernel contains, that information can be used to develop high 
performance genetics. These genetics can be used to effectively fulfill a certain requirement. 
Single Kernel Analysis (SKA) enables seed breeders to determine constituent values 
of individual grain particles without destroying the seed. Seeds that may hinder genetic 
development can be removed from a group thus increasing the genetic potential more 
quickly. SKA using NIR hyperspectral imaging captures the spatial variability in 
heterogeneous biomaterials such as maize. A hypercube (spatial x spectra) is created for 
each individual kernel thus vast data sets are created. The large amounts of data require great 
computing power and speed. With the overwhelming technological advances in computers, 
tunable optical filters, and high speed digital imaging electronics, SKA by NIR hyperspectral 
imaging has become a very practical analytical tool. 
Before NIR hyperspectral imaging becomes a feasible seed analysis tool, techniques 
for gathering, handling, and analyzing the voluminous data need to be developed. An 
efficient and practical method of developing a calibration for SKA needs to be created. 
Development of an automated system that sorts individual grain particles according to 
constituent percentages is one step that will enhance and accelerate genetic improvements in 
grams. 
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Thesis Organization 
This thesis, "Automated sorting and single kernel analysis by near-infrared 
hyperspectral imaging," is in the alternate thesis format. The paper is written in the format 
required for publication in the Transactions of the American Society of Agricultural 
Engineers (ASAE). The paper will be submitted for publication in January of 2004. General 
Conclusions follow the paper. 
Brian L. Steward, co-author and major professor, Charles R. Hurburgh, Jr., co-author 
and committee member, Robert P. Cogdill, co-author, and committee members Steven Hoff, 
and Gloria Starns offered their guidance and assisted in the successful completion and 
analysis of the research described in this paper. 
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AUTOMATED SORTING AND SINGLE KERNEL ANALYSIS BY 
NEAR-INFRARED HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGING 
A paper to be submitted for publication in the Transactions of the American Society of 
Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) 
Sheldon W. Stevermer1'2, Brian L. Steward1, Robert P. Cogdill3, Charles R. Hurburgh, Jr.3 
Abstract 
An automated single kernel analysis (SKA) and sorting system was designed and 
constructed to singulate maize kernels from a large population, place them in the field of 
view (FOV) of a near-infrared hyperspectral imaging spectrometer for analysis, and sort 
according to predicted constituent values. The imaging and prediction processes were 
controlled using a personal computer, while a microcontroller was used to automate kernel 
singulation, placement, and sorting operations. The system was calibrated to predict crude 
protein using 360 kernels, selected randomly from a set of forty bulk maize standardization 
sets. Each kernel was analyzed with the imaging spectrometer, spectra were extracted, and a 
protein calibration was derived. Instead of regressing against reference chemistry assay 
values, the single-kernel spectra were regressed against the mean protein concentration of the 
bulk standardization sets from which each kernel was drawn. A test was performed to 
validate the accuracy of the protein calibration. The bulk protein concentration (known a 
priori) of a standardization set was statistically compared to the mean of the predicted protein 
values for that corresponding set; this was repeated for numerous standardization sets. The 
SKA was also tested for repeatability, kernel geometry, mechanical reliability, sorting 
capability, and kernel positioning effects. Results from tests showed the mechanism was able 
to make protein predictions and sort kernels according to those values, good repeatability, 
and a limited increase in standard error due to changes for both kernel placement and kernel 
geometry. The mechanism and software functioned well and allowed the concept to be 
demonstrated as a very practical method of automated single kernel analysis. 
Graduate research assistant and Assistant Professor, respectively, Agriculture and 
Biosystems Engineering Department, Iowa State University 
2Primary researcher and author 
3Coauthors 
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Introduction 
The increasing demand for grains and oilseeds possessing specific quality traits, and 
the persistent desire to reduce development time, have prompted seed breeders to seek out 
new methods and technologies to aid in the creation of new genetic seed lines. Near-infrared 
spectroscopy (NIRS) is a relatively new technology being used to improve the productivity 
of maize seed breeding. 
Whole-grain NIRS has been used to rapidly analyze bulk samples of maize for 
constituent concentrations such as moisture (Lamb and Hurburgh, 1991 ), protein and oil 
(Orman and Schumann, 1992; Abe et al., 1995; Dyer and Feng, 1995), starch, as well as 
quality factors such as density and aflatoxin contamination (Pearson et al., 2001). While 
bulk-grain NIRS analysis is useful at certain stages of seed line development, Silvela et al. 
(1989) showed that genetic improvements in oil content gain could increase at significantly 
greater rates when breeding selection is performed on a single kernel basis. 
Bulk-grain analyzers and NIR spectrometers have been adapted for single-seed 
analysis with some success, particularly for wheat (Nielsen et al., 2003), and soy (Lamb and 
Hurburgh, 1991). Both wheat and soy have homogeneous, seed morphology. For seeds with 
heterogeneous morphology, such as maize, the accuracy of NIR analysis has suffered due to 
dependence of the analysis on seed position (Orman and Schumann, 1992; Abe et al., 1995). 
Imaging spectroscopy has been considered to be a solution for single-kernel maize analysis 
since the entire kernel can be analyzed with a single scan, regardless of seed orientation. 
Cogdill et al. (to appear) developed and tested a system for single kernel maize 
analysis that utilized NIR hyperspectral imaging spectroscopy. Their system was calibrated 
to predict moisture and oil concentration with standard errors of cross-validation (SECY) of 
1.20% and 1.38%, respectively. While the moisture calibration was useful for segregation, a 
relative performance determinant (standard deviation of reference values I SECY) of 2.74 
was achieved for oil. The poor quality of single-kernel reference chemistry was the greatest 
factor limiting calibration performance, along with relatively low instrument repeatability. 
This instrument was not automated, and required tedious sample handling, which increased 
the potential for human error and did not allow for large sets of collected data. 
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While efforts have been made to improve the repeatability of the single kernel 
analyzer (SKA) by implementing a new photometric standardization and reference procedure 
(Cogdill et al., in review), the SKA still lacked an automated sample handling system, and a 
suitable chemistry reference method had yet to be found. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this research were to: 
1) Design an automated maize kernel singulation and sorting mechanism that would 
interface with an existing SKA and automate the sample presentation, data collection, 
constituent prediction, and subsequent sorting. 
2) Verify the performance of the system in predicting protein and sorting kernels by 
those protein predictions according to user-defined thresholds. 
Materials and Methods 
Imaging Equipment 
The imaging equipment used for this project consisted of a detector, tunable optical 
filter, collimating optics, and light source (Figure 1 ). The detector was a monochrome 
scientific camera (Model KX-260, Apogee, Auburn, CA), which utilized a thermoelectrically 
cooled, 512 x 512 pixel, silicon CCD array. The imaged data was digitized to a quantization 
level of 14 bits by an on-board microcontroller and communicated to a personal computer 
through a PCI interface card. 
A liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF; Model: Varispec VIS-NIR, Cambridge 
Research & Instrumentation, Inc., Woburn, MA) was used to select individual wavelength 
bands for imaging. The LCTF had a 55 mm clear aperture and a 10 nm bandwidth within the 
range of 700 - 1100 nm. The light source consisted of a 250 watt, 24 volt tungsten-halogen 
lamp, which was powered by a DC source to minimize 60 Hz noise. The collimating optics 
consisted of a 700 nm long-pass filter (to reduce the effects of out-of-band light), a focusing 
lens, a diffuser, and a flat mirror which directed the horizontal light vertically through a clear 
glass plate on which individual kernels of maize are placed during the imaging process. 
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Image Acquisition and Analysis Software 
Windows API software was written using Visual C++ (Microsoft, Redmond, WA) to 
control the camera and LCTF, acquire a spectrum of images, process the images, and 
communicate with the microcontroller that controlled the automation process. A graphical 
user interface (GUI) was developed to enable the user to adjust system settings and display 
information describing the sorting process. The software operated on a personal computer 
(Model Dimension XPS-T, Dell Computer Corp., location, TX) with a 450 Mhz Pentium III 
PC and 128 Mb of RAM. The software was designed to predict constituents and to acquire a 
set ofhyperspectral images along with reference meta-data for each kernel for calibration. 
Microcontroller and Electronics 
A microcontroller (Basic Stamp BS2SX, Parallax, Rocklin, CA) was used to control 
the kernel singulation, presentation, and sorting as well as opal glass placement. The 
microcontroller operated solid-state relays (Model CTX240D3Q, Crydom Corporation, San 
Diego, CA), which were used to switch seven electronic linear solenoids (Model Dl l, 
Deltrol Corporation, Bellwood, IL), an electro-pneumatic valve (Series 3B, Parker Hannifin 
Corp., Cleveland, OH), and a linear vibratory feeder (Model FT, Eriez MFG Co., Erie, PA). 
Each relay had 120 V AC output and 5 VDC input with an output current range of 0.1 to 6.0 
amps. An infrared emitting and detecting pair of sensors (Model H23Al/2, Fairchild 
Semiconductor) were also used to help control individual kernel singulation. Figure 2 is a 
block diagram displaying the relationship of the electrical components with each other. 
Kernel Singulation 
The single kernel analysis process requires one kernel to be separated from a large 
population of kernels. It was required the mechanism be able to singulate one kernel 
independent of kernel properties such as; shape, geometry, or density. The linear vibratory 
feeder and the infrared emitter/detector pair were used to singultate kernels. The detector 
was placed on the right side of an enclosed aluminum tube, opposite of the emitter. The 
emitter/detector pair was located near the top of the aluminum tube; the purpose of this was 
to disable the feeder quickly enough that only one kernel would travel down the tube at a 
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time (Figure 3). When a kernel fell off the vibrator, it moved past the optical emitter/detector 
pair interrupting the signal being sent by the emitter and received by the detector. The 
detector sent a signal to the microcontroller, which sent a corresponding output signal to a 
solid-state relay to halt the vibratory feeder. The detector was reset to its proper logic by the 
microcontroller and this process repeated when another kernel was needed for imaging. 
Kernel Transportation 
After the kernel was singulated, it fell through an aluminum tube to a 16 mm hole 
located in the center of an aluminum plate attached to the rod end of the pneumatic cylinder. 
The cylinder (Series PlL, Parker Hannifin Corp., Cleveland, OH) had a 20 mm bore and a 
216 mm stroke and was also equipped with internal cushions to allow the cylinder to 
decelerate at the end of its extension and retraction strokes. Actuating the cylinder was a 
two-position, four-way pneumatic directional control valve (Figure 3). The valve required 
120 VAC and was connected to a solid-state relay, which was controlled by the 
microcontroller. When the pneumatic cylinder extended, the kernel was placed in position on 
the imaging platform. A water removal and air lubrication unit was added to the pneumatic 
system before the air entered the directional control valve. Two variable flow rate control 
valves were used to allow the speed of the cylinder to be changed while maintaining a 
constant air supply pressure. They were fastened to the ports on the cylinder and were 
adjusted by turning a screw clockwise (decrease speed) or counter clockwise (increase 
speed). 
Image Acquisition and Processing 
At the start of a sorting session, an opal glass was inserted by a linear solenoid 
controlled by the microcontroller under the imaging stage and an empty stage image was 
acquired at 750 nm. After each kernel was placed on the imaging stage, another image was 
acquired with the opal glass inserted. The difference of these two images was used to create 
a binary mask of the kernel using a simple threshold. The edges of the mask were smoothed 
using morphological opening. Next, for each wavelength specified by the calibration 
equation, an image was acquired. The mean transmittance of the masked pixels was 
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calculated using the standardization technique described by Cogdill et al. (in review) to 
create a transmittance spectrum. Saturated pixels (intensity = 214) were excluded from the 
transmittance calculation. Each transmittance spectrum was transformed to absorbance units 
using log (1/T), and then preprocessed using the standard normal variate (SNV) 
transformation (Barnes et al., 1989). Constituent predictions were then calculated as the dot 
product of the pre-processed spectrum and a vector of regression coefficients (plus a bias). 
Sorting 
After the kernel was imaged and a prediction value was calculated, a signal was sent 
from the computer to the microcontroller to: first open a sorting gate based on the predicted 
value and the bin thresholds and then to retract the cylinder. The sorting gate was held open 
during the time the cylinder retracted. As the kernel was pushed over the sorting area, the 
kernel fell through the activated sorting gate hole and into the proper bin (Figure 4). When 
the cylinder was fully retracted, another kernel was singulated by the vibratory feeder, and 
the whole process was repeated until either terminated by the operator or the mechanism ran 
out of kernels. Figure 5 is a flowchart showing all steps of the complete sorting process and 
their relationship to each other. 
Calibration Development 
Development of a protein calibration set began by randomly selecting 360 kernels 
from forty bulk samples of maize from the Iowa State University Grain Quality Laboratory's 
maize standardization set. This set was developed to be spectrally diverse between samples 
and homogeneous within samples. Each bulk sample had a mean protein value associated 
with it; this was measured using wet chemistry (Woodson-Tennet Laboratories, West Des 
Moines, IA). The measured mean protein for a sample was assigned to each of the nine 
kernels that were selected from that corresponding sample. This method was based on the 
hypothesis that the error in using bulk reference would be no larger than the error of single 
kernel reference chemistry using the methods available in the laboratory. PLS toolbox 3.0 
(Eigenvector Research Inc., Manson, WA) for Matlab 6.5 (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) 
was used for all calibration calculations. 
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Each kernel was scanned in 4 nm increments from 838 - 1090 nm, creating a 512 x 
512 x 64 cube of data, which was resolved to a single 1 x 64 spectrum (using the procedure 
described above) for calibration. The spectra were standardized using the procedure 
described in Cogdill et al. (in review), and preprocessed using SNV. While other 
preprocessing treatments were tested, SNV was chosen because of its combination of 
effectiveness, simplicity, and ability to work with relatively few wavelengths. 
Because single-kernel spectra were regressed against bulk-sample reference 
chemistry, it was anticipated that a very high proportion of spectra would need to be removed 
as outliers. Spectra were removed if they failed any of the following tests: First, kernels with 
Q (model) and prediction residuals and Hotellings T2 values exceeding 95% confidence 
intervals were removed. Next, spectra with a large discrepancy between prediction during 
cross-validation and full-dataset modeling were removed; this test was found to be 
particularly effective for this work. Finally, selected samples were removed if fewer PLS 
factors were necessary (according to SECY) afterwards. During outlier removal, 90 spectra 
were removed from the original dataset. 
In order to minimize the time for sample scanning and data handling, wavelength 
selection was applied using a genetic algorithm (Goldberg, 1989). The genetic algorithm 
software was modified so SNV was applied to the reduced spectrum (after selection), rather 
than the complete spectrum (prior to selection). Also, a penalty slope was applied so 
chromosome populations contained between 15 and 25 selected wavelengths. The genetic 
algorithm was run three times, and the results were summed. The 20 wavelengths selected 
most often were retained for the final calibration. Based on the observed results, it may be a 
better strategy to select 5 to 10 wavelengths for calibration, with repeat scans of each 
wavelength. This method would allow the rejection of some faulty images, while maintaining 
the overall exposure time at each major wavelength band, thus reducing the chance of 
generating predictions with faulty spectral data. 
After outlier removal and wavelength selection, partial least squares (PLS) regression 
was carried out with 6 latent variables. While the calibration was numerically not very 
impressive, achieving SECY of 0. 72% protein (RPD = 1.65), a visual trend is obvious 
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(Figure 6). Furthermore, a large percentage of the error is likely a result of using bulk 
reference values for single kernel calibration. 
Performance Evaluation 
Six different tests were designed to validate the capability and performance of the 
automated single kernel analysis and sorting system (AutoSKA). The tests that were 
conducted are defined as follows: 
Cycle Timing 
The purpose of the cycle timing test was to verify the overall cycle time of the 
Auto SKA and to analyze what processes were consuming the highest percentage of that time. 
A stopwatch was used to measure the time that it took for each of fifty kernels to go through 
the six steps in the sorting process. Those six steps were defined as follows: seed 
singulation, cylinder extension, kernel masking, imaging, data processing, and cylinder 
retraction. The mean time for each step was calculated and the mean overall cycle time was 
determined. During this test, spectra were formed from images taken at five wavelengths. 
Constituent Prediction Performance 
The second test compared the predicted protein values of the AutoSKA to the bulk 
mean protein of selected standardization sets. The purpose of this test was to determine if the 
mean of the predicted protein values were statistically similar to the bulk sample means. Ten 
samples of at least forty kernels per sample were created from ten different standardization 
sets. The standardization sets had bulk mean protein values ranging from 5.64% to 10.57%. 
Again, these values were measured using wet chemistry methods (Woodson-Tennet 
Laboratories, West Des Moines, IA). Each sample was run through the AutoSKA once. The 
mean and standard deviation of the predicted protein values were calculated. The mean 
value was compared to the bulk sample mean protein values. The standard deviations of the 
predicted values were also determined since the standard deviation of each of the 
standardization sets was unknown. 
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Kernel Geometry and Random Positioning Effects 
With maize having heterogeneous morphology, it became necessary to determine if 
kernel geometry and position affected the accuracy of the instrument. Ten kernels were 
randomly selected from the same bulk standardization set which had a bulk mean protein of 
6.55%. The ten kernels were visually sorted into two groups; five kernels possessed 
spherical-geometry (referred to as rounds), while the other five had a rectangular structure 
(referred to as flats). 
The first part of the test was designed to collect data without the kernels moving from 
one prediction to the next (referred to as constant positioning). The kernel transport slide and 
pneumatic cylinder mechanism was deactivated by modifying the microcontroller code to 
prevent the kernel from changing position while on the imaging stage. Each kernel was 
imaged for approximately 15 minutes, which during this time approximately 30-35 protein 
predictions were made for each kernel. 
The second part of the test was a repeat of the first; but each kernel was placed in a 
random position between each prediction (referred to as random positioning). This was 
achieved by modifying the microcontroller code to slide the pneumatic cylinder back and 
forth like it would in normal operation. However, the operation of the sorting gates was 
disabled preventing the kernels from being sorted out and allowing the same kernel to be 
imaged numerous times repeatedly. Again, each kernel was imaged for about 15 minutes; 
with the extension and retraction of the cylinder, the rate at which predictions were made 
decreased. Therefore, approximately 25-30 protein predictions were made for each kernel. 
The collected predicted protein values were analyzed using SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, 
N.C.) General Linear Model (GLM) to implement Levene's test to test for homogeneity of 
variance across the two tests, the two groups, and individual kernels. For significant factors, 
the Tukey test was used to compare least squared means across samples. 
Sample Mean Variability 
The purpose of the fourth test was to determine if the mean predicted value of a 
sample is statistically different from one replication to another and if there was a variation 
over time. Four samples consisting of approximately 40 kernels each were selected at 
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random from standardizations set, which had bulk mean protein values of 6.05%, 7.90%, 
9.05%, and 10.57%. The four samples were scanned four times each creating a 4 by 4 data 
matrix. The predicted protein value of each of the kernels was recorded. 
SAS GLM procedure was used to test for significant differences in mean predicted 
protein across samples and replicate scans. Levene's test was implemented using the GLM 
procedure to test for homogeneity of variance across sample and replicate scans. For 
significance factors, the Tukey test was used to compare least squared means across samples 
and replicated scans. 
Sorting Capability 
The final test was performed to verify the sorting ability of the AutoSKA. Two 
samples of maize weighing 100 grams each (approximately 300 kernels in each set) were 
selected from two different standardization sets. Each set was similar to the other in terms of 
kernel geometry, and mass. The first standardization set had a bulk mean protein of 12.8 % 
and the second set had a bulk mean protein percentage of 6.5 %. The two samples were 
thoroughly mixed together, placed in the vibratory feeder and ran through the AutoSKA. 
The threshold for bin 1 was set at 9.55, half way between the two bulk mean protein 
percentage values. Kernels with predicted proteins equal to and above 9.55% were sorted 
into bin 1 and those below 9.55% were sorted into bin 2. 
Results and Discussion 
Cycle Timing 
The mean overall time for the AutoSKA to singulate, transport, image, and sort one 
kernel was 20.8 seconds (Table 1 ). The imaging process accounted for the largest percentage 
of the overall time at 24.1 %. This imaging time will vary depending on the number of 
wavelengths in the prediction equation. During this test, images were acquired at five 
wavelengths per kernel, taking approximately one second per wavelength. If kernels were 
imaged at ten wavelengths, it would take approximately ten seconds, to complete the imaging 
process. 
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The seed singulation process took the second largest percentage, nearly 21 %, of the 
overall process time. Due to limitations with the microcontroller, it was not possible to 
vibrate a kernel onto the holding stage while the previous kernel was being imaged. If this 
bottleneck were removed, seed singulation time will be nearly eliminated, significantly 
speeding up the overall cycle rate. Another possible solution that would decrease this 
process time would be to utilize a circular vibratory feeder. A circular vibratory feeder 
allows the kernels to form a single file line; therefore the time it takes to vibrate a kernel 
would be substantially less. 
Both of the cylinder extension and retraction times accounted for approximately 
14.4% of the overall time. Improvements of the AutoSKA mechanism design and function 
could greatly reduce cylinder extension and retraction distance therefore reducing cycle times 
per kernel. 
With the current LCTF, the kernel masking process accounted for 19.3% of the 
overall time. Rather than relying on a software process for kernel masking, a hardware 
solution can be implemented with an improved camera and LCTF, which would further the 
masking and analysis time. 
Finally, optimization of the optical design, exposure time, and computational 
capabilities all offer solutions for improving the efficiency of the process. With the 
implementation of the changes that are listed above, the overall time can be improved and 
larger sets of maize could be analyzed more quickly. 
Constituent Prediction Performance 
The constituent prediction performance test compared the predicted protein values to 
the bulk mean protein of selected standardization sets. One protein prediction was made per 
kernel contained in each set. Each kernel's protein prediction was plotted against the bulk 
mean protein of the corresponding standardization set (Figure 7). A linear regression line 
was fit to the data. It had a slope of 0.80, a y-intercept of 3.42 and a coefficient of 
determination, R2, of 0.32. The slope and y-intercept were not significantly different than 1 
and 0, respectively. The low R2 was due to the large variation in the predicted protein values. 
This variation is due in part to the natural kernel-to-kernel variation in each bulk sample as 
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well as measurement error. The shift in predicted protein was typically approximately 1.5% 
higher than the bulk measurements across the range samples. This shift could be due to 
instrument instability and environmental changes that may have occurred between the time of 
calibration and when it was used to conduct this test. The difference in slope values could 
possibly be explained by the limitations of the calibration as described above. 
When the mean predicted protein values of each set were compared with the bulk 
means, the mean predicted values were statistically different. Table 2 contains a summary of 
the bulk sample means, mean predicted values, the percent difference between those values, 
and the standard deviation for each sample. Overall, the differences between the bulk sample 
mean and the mean of the predicted values were on the order of 1 to 2 percentage points and 
the predicted protein was systematically greater than the bulk means. Samples 8 and 9 had 
the smallest difference in mean values of0.73 and 0.92 respectively. 
The mean predicted protein values of each set were also graphed against the bulk 
mean for each sample (Figure 8). A linear regression line was fit to the data. The resulting 
y-intercept and slope did not change much compared to the corresponding values noted 
earlier. The y-intercept was 3.66 and the slope was 0.77. However the coefficient of 
determination, R2, improved significantly from 0.32 to 0.79. 
Kernel Geometry and Random Positioning Effects 
A significant difference in prediction variability was detected between the test in 
which each kernel was moved between scans and the test in each kernel position remained 
constant between scans (F1,587 = 14.14; P = 0.0002). The overall standard deviation for the 
non-moving test was 0.77%; for the moving test the standard deviation was 0.94%. There 
was no evidence of a significant effect on variance due to kernel geometry (F1,587 = 1.66; P = 
0.1977), that is between discernibly flat and round kernels. However, vanance was 
significantly different across individual kernels (F9,587 = 5.09; P < 0.0001). 
The protein predictions for the flat kernels during the constant position tests showed 
no consistent trends in time and little sample to sample correlation (Figure 9). Similar results 
were observed for the other kernels and test. There was a substantial amount of variability in 
the protein predictions that was not caused by kernel movement between scans. 
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Sample Mean Variability 
After completion of the sample mean variability test, significant differences in the 
mean protein measurements were detected across both samples (F3,572= 77.11; P <0.0001) 
and replications (F3,s12= 10.81; P <0.0001). Additionally, there was significant interaction 
between the sample and replications (F9,572= 5.06; P <0.0001). Across samples, the Tukey 
test identified significant differences between the least squared mean protein predictions at 
every replication except the middle two (Table 3). Least squared means were compared 
across replications with the Tukey test only identifying a significant difference between the 
third replication and the other 3 replications (Table 4). 
The variance of the protein prediction measurement was significantly different across 
both replication (F3,ss1= 9.7; P <0.0001) and sample (F3,ss1= 5.50; P = 0.001) based on the 
modified Levene test (Conover et al., 1981). No significant interactions between sample and 
replication factors were detected. When least squared means in the absolute variance were 
compared across using the Levene test, the third replication was significantly larger than the 
variance of the others. No evidence of significant difference in variance was detected across 
the other replications. 
These results show that except for one replication, the SKA is making consistent 
predictions both in terms of the mean prediction values and the variance in the predictions. 
Except for the samples with the closest bulk measurements, the results show that the 
instrument is able to discriminate between at least 3 protein levels. 
Sorting Capability 
When the sorting capability test was completed, maize kernels had been separated 
into two bins. The mean protein for each bin was measured twice by using a bulk NIR 
analyzer (Grain Analyzer 1225, lnfratec Corp., Sweden). The mean protein value for the first 
bin was 6.7 percent, and the second bin had a mean protein of 12.4 percent (Table 5). From 
the data, it was apparent that the instrument sorted the kernels properly. The histogram of the 
predicted values revealed that the majority of the kernels imaged had predicted protein values 
in the 8 to 11 percent range (Figure 10). The distribution was bimodal which was expected 
since the mixture of kernels came from two different samples. The peak of one mode was 
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observed at 7.25 percent and the other at 9.75 percent. It was also understandable to believe 
that the majority of the kernels would fall in this range assuming both samples had normal 
distributions. This range contains the upper tail of the lower protein sample and the lower 
tail of the higher protein sample. 
Since the exact distribution of the two samples were unknown, it was not possible to 
fully quantify the performance of this test. Although the results appear to be not as accurate 
as anticipated, this test demonstrated the ability of the AutoSKA to sort two samples of maize 
with distinctly different bulk mean protein values. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions were drawn from this research: 
1. A mechanism was designed to singulate a kernel from a population, present the kernel 
to the imaging stage, and sort the kernel accordingly. The mechanism was 
constructed and integrated with the existing SKA system. Functionally, the 
mechanism reliably performed each step of the cycle and no kernel shape or size 
effect was observed. The overall cycle time was less than 21 seconds and could 
potentially be improved. The AutoSKA was capable of sorting two samples of maize 
that were mixed together, each with different mean bulk protein. 
2. The fully automated SKA enabled much more efficient collection of data and more 
experimental flexibility. This data for allowed preliminary characterization of the 
behavior of the instrument. The software that was developed for the AutoSKA was 
able to communicate with the microcontroller, control the camera and LCTF, store 
and handle the images, and derive predictions using a previously created calibration. 
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Figure 1. A 3D model of the initial Hyperspectral NIRS imaging system; consisting of a 
light source, collimating optics, liquid crystal tunable filter, and CCD camera. 
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Figure 2. Block diagram showing the interaction of the electrical system consisting of a 
microcontroller, PC, camera, variable filter, relays, sorting gates and other 
components. 
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Figure 3. Overall 3D model of the Auto SKA assembly with kernel singulation and sorting 
mechanisms displayed. 
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Figure 4. 3D model of the Auto SKA kernel transportation, kernel presentation stage, and 
sorting mechanism assemblies displayed. 
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Figure 5. Illustration of a flowchart showing the relationship of the seed singulation, 
imaging, data processing, and sorting processes. 
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Figure 6. Scatter plot of predicted protein content vs. bulk protein measurement from cross-
validation. The dashed line is a linear fit of the prediction data, while the solid 
line is a one-to-one line. 
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Figure 7. Data collected during the constituent prediction performance test, predicted 
protein values of each kernel versus the bulk mean protein values of each set. The 
intermittent line represents an exact calibration while the solid line is a linear 
regression of the predicted protein values for each kernel. 
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Figure 8. Data collected during the constituent prediction performance test, mean predicted 
protein values of each sample versus the bulk mean protein for each 
corresponding standardization set. The intermittent line represents an exact 
calibration while the solid line is a best fit linear regression of the mean predicted 
protein values for each sample. 
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Figure 9. Predicted protein percentage versus time for the five flat kernels placed on 
imaging stage during the constant positioning test. 
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Figure 10. Histogram of predicted protein values for individual kernels of a mixture of two 
samples with 6.5 % and 12.8 % bulk protein content. 
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Table 1. Average time per process in an AutoSKA kernel handling cycle. 
Average Time Per Process Percent of Overall Time 
Process 
(sec.) (%) 
Seed Singulation 4.3 20.6 
Cylinder Extension 3.0 14.4 
Masking 4.0 19.3 
Imaging 5.0* 24.1 
Data Processing 1.5 7.20 
Cylinder Retraction 3.0 14.4 
Total 20.8 100 
*During the imaging process, images were taken at five wavelengths. The average time per 
wave length is approximately one second. Thus if images were taken at twenty wavelengths 
then the imaging time would be approximately twenty seconds, the times for the other 
processes would not change due to the number of wavelengths. 
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Table 2. Summary of data from the constituent prediction performance test. 
Bulk Mean Protein Predicted Protein Standard Absolute% 
Sample ID 
(%Protein) (%Protein) Deviation Difference 
1 7.70 9.45 1.62 1.75 
2 7.90 10.26 2.17 2.36 
3 8.95 10.31 0.99 1.36 
4 5.64 8.56 1.27 2.92 
5 6.05 7.66 1.23 1.61 
6 7.69 9.88 2.02 2.19 
7 9.05 10.45 1.95 1.40 
8 10.57 11.30 1.56 0.73 
9 9.06 9.98 1.38 0.92 
10 10.06 12.72 2.53 2.66 
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Table 3. Mean protein measurement and variance across four different samples. 
Sample Bulk Mean Sample Least Squares Means Standard Deviation 
Number (%Protein) (%Protein) (%Protein) 
4 10.57 l 1.5a* 0.70 
3 9.05 10.5b 0.74 
1 7.90 10.2b 1.17 
2 6.05 7.9c 0.89 
*Letters indicate grouping within a column at the 0.01 significance level based on Tukey test. 
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Table 4. Mean protein measurement and variance across four replicate scans of samples. 
Replication 
Replication Least Squares Means Standard Deviation 
(%Protein) (%Protein) 
3 10.9a* 1.00 
2 9.9b 2.40 
1 9.9b 1.70 
4 9.6b 1.20 
*Letters indicate grouping within a column at the 0.01 significance level based on Tukey test. 
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Table 5. Mean protein measurements from NIR analyzer for two sorted samples after the 
sorting test. 
Bin# Replication 
1 1 
2 
2 1 
2 
Bulk Protein Value 
(%Protein) 
6.55 
6.85 
12.6 
12.2 
Average for Both Reps 
(%Protein) 
6.70 
12.4 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
An automated device was developed and interfaced with the existing camera 
assembly to perform single kernel analysis on maize using NIR Hyperspectral imaging. The 
automated system enabled a single maize kernel to be singulated from a large population of 
kernels, transported to the camera imaging stage, and imaged at multiple wavelengths. Based 
on the spectrum associated with each kernel, system estimates a constituent content and sorts 
the kernel accordingly. With the automation of the single kernel analysis system, rapid 
single kernel analysis and segregation using NIR hyperspectral imaging has proven been 
shown to be feasible. 
A protein calibration was developed using kernels of maize from standardization sets 
located at the Iowa State University Grain Quality Lab. Prior to the development of the 
SKA, it was not possible to develop various constituent calibrations based on a single kernel 
basis where the kernel was not destroyed. 
Numerous tests were conducted to verify that the machine operated properly based on 
performance, repeatability, constituent prediction accuracy, kernel geometry, and kernel 
positioning affects. After operating the machine and analyzing the data, two main 
recommendations arise for future development of the machine. 
The first and most important change that would improve the accuracy of the 
instrument would be to perform more tests. More testing would allow for further 
investigation into hindering problems and offer explanations to those problems. Different 
types of tests should also be conducted. 
The second improvement is the development of a better calibration. Actual reference 
chemistry values need to be determined for each individual kernel is used for calibration. 
Regressing against the actual constituent value should improve the accuracy of the 
predictions made by the single kernel analyzer. It would also be beneficial to collect 
numerous spectra from the same kernel using the same procedure that would be used during 
the sorting routine. 
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The third change is to optimize the design and function of the automation mechanism. 
The following is a list of ideas that would improve the accuracy and cycle time of the 
instrument: 
1. With the large amounts of data that need to be processed for each kernel, a quicker 
and larger capacity computer would decrease the time it takes to process the collected 
data for imaged kernels. 
2. Investment of a new camera and variable filter that would eliminate the need to mask 
each kernel would eliminate a large percent of the current cycle time. A newer 
camera will also improve the time it takes to take images. 
3. While a kernel is being imaged, another kernel should be singulated and ready for 
imaging. With the current microcontroller, this is not possible. Either implementing 
a different microcontroller or changing the mechanism could solve this problem. 
4. Replace the linear vibratory feeder with a circular vibratory feeder. The linear feeder 
performed well when the kernels were similar in size. However, as particles vary in 
size, the linear feeder would have more difficulty in sorting one particle at a time. 
The circular feeder would guarantee one particle would be placed on the imaging 
stage at a time. 
5. Decrease number of moving parts and soften the impacts of moving parts, thus 
eliminating vibrations and slight movements of the imaging stage. 
